Walker runs again, hints at presidency

CHICAGO (AP) - Gov. Daniel Walker announced Wednesday he is a candidate for a second term as Illinois governor and added he has not ruled out a run for the presidency next year.

"I am not today making an announcement of my candidacy for president of the United States," the Democratic governor said at a news conference.

"On the other hand, I am not making a Sherman-like statement."

Walker was asked about a possible presidential run after he announced he would intervene in the selection of delegates to the 1976 Democratic National Convention. He said he would support candidates opposed to Chicago Mayor Rjaehard J. Daley and political bosses.

"I doubt that any delegates will be running committed to me," Walker said. "I expect that the delegates will be running committed to other candidates announced and also running uncommitted." the Governor said that he and his political followers would campaign for such "independent" candidates for delegates. If his drive is a success, Walker would be able to go into a so-called brokered convention with heavy influence over the nation's fourth party's nomination.

The strategy sets the stage for a battle royal the like of which has seldom been seen in Illinois politics, because Daley has been looking forward to a showdown after being ousted in a credentials fight in 1972.

Asked about his possible presidential aspirations, Walker said: "Sure, I'm a human being. I've given it some thought. I think anybody would when he said it was mentioned for that awesome office."

Walker declined, as he did before his upset primary victory in 1972, that he would not appear before the Democratic slatemaking committee that chooses party-endorsed candidates for state office. Four years ago, the slatemakers gave their blessing to then Lt. Gov. Paul Simon, who was defeated by Walker.

CATV not seen in campus’ near future

By Nancy Landsis

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Chances are slim that cable television will be installed soon on the SIU campus, says the SIU legal counsel, but negotiations between the University and Carbondale Cablevision are expected to resume this month.

John Huffman, University counsel, said SIU rejected an earlier offer by Carbondale Cablevision, located in Murdale Shopping Center, to install the service at Evergreen Terrace because of an illegality in the proposed contract.

"I do not see at this point that we are even close to cable television on campus," Huffman said Tuesday.

John Taylor, Carbondale Cablevision manager, said at a meeting of the Carbondale Cablevision Commission Tuesday that Irv Haselton, a representative of the company's home office in New York, will come to Carbondale Oct. 19.

Taylor said he would ask Haselton to take some time in his three- or four-day visit to resume contract negotiations with Huffman.

Huffman said Cablevision's offer in April included provisions that the company pay labor costs of installing cablevision at Evergreen Terrace and SIU pay $8,000 for materials. The overall cost of the service would pay the monthly service charges.

Walker said such a contract would be "improper and illegal" in requiring SIU to pay for materials, which the company would rent and use to make a profit.

Huffman had not heard from Cablevision since he rejected the offer. The dispute over material costs centers around bringing cablevision to Evergreen Terrace. Huffman said when SIU began negotiations with Carbondale Cablevision, Evergreen Terrace was given priority because Terrace residents requested cablevision before other campus housing units.

Taylor said the $8,000 materials cost included a variety of types of cable needed to install a cablevision system at Evergreen Terrace.

Taylor said the provision that SIU pay $8,000 in materials would help the company recoup the money invested in installation. Taylor said the company could have a serious loss if services were cancelled after installation of cablevision.

Huffman said there would be no problem in a license agreement between SIU and Cablevision, but the requirement that SIU pay materials cost would be illegal.

Huffman said the service could be brought to the rest of campus while negotiations continue about Evergreen Terrace.

Taylor said the company may want to settle all campus negotiations before installing cablevision to portions of the campus.

Deadline nears for graduation applications

By Rolanda Williams

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Degree candidates for fall semester have until Friday to apply for December graduation.

The Office of Admissions and Records extended the original deadline from the first week of the semester to the last week because many students were unaware of the new one-week deadline. Many applications, assistant director of admissions and records, said, are still being received.

Application forms can be obtained at the Admissions Office and from a student's advising unit. The forms may also be obtained through the mail for students not in attendance.

After returning the application, students should order their gowns through the University Bookstore, located in the Student Center.

Students who miss the six-week deadline may apply, but said candidates should try to meet the deadline because late applications delay degree clearance.

Students who fail to apply for graduation will not graduate because the office will not know to check records or make preparations to award degrees.

The application process includes paying a graduation fee at the Bursars Office before returning applications to the University.

There is a $5 fee for bachelor's and associate's degrees and a $2 fee for a master's, doctoral and specialist's degree. Students using the Teacher Education Scholarship, State Military Scholarship, General Assembly Scholarship, Public Law 894, Adult Education Scholarship and County Scholarship do not have to pay graduation fees.

Students are responsible for determining that they have fulfilled graduation requirements and have no outstanding financial obligations to the University.

Each academic unit provides a senior check sheet through the academic advisor so that students may verify the fulfillment of academic requirements. Students who feel they should be permitted to graduate without meeting University graduation requirements may make an appeal to the Graduation Appeals Committee. The committee will consider cases involving requirements for baccalaureate degree.

All December graduates are required to attend the spring commencement ceremony next May.

Students unable to attend the ceremony, must have a legitimate reason, said Lewis Hahn, chairman of the Commencement Committee.

Students who cannot attend spring commencement should get a waiver from their academic dean.

Hahn said a separate commencement ceremony is not held for December graduates because of expenses.

The Office of Admissions and Records anticipates that the diplomas will be issued at the spring commencement ceremony. However, the office will provide statements of verification to December graduates who must prove fulfillment of graduation requirements before then.

Students approved for graduation in absentia will receive their diplomas through the mail after the commencement date.
Three more police killed in Madrid

MADRID, Spain (AP)—Arms outstretched in the Fascist salute, hundreds of thousands of Spaniards massed in tribute Wednesday to Gen. Francisco Franco. But terrorists killed three more police men in bloody defiance of his authoritarian regime.

Franco, celebrating the 39th anniversary of the start of the civil war that brought him to power, accused the rest of Europe of mounting a "defeat...conspiracy" against his government in the wake of the firing squad executions of five men convicted of killing police.

Hours before the crowd was cheering that "a united Spain will never be vanquished," gunmen struck in three areas of Madrid. The separate attacks came within five minutes of each other, police said, four days to the hour after the Saturday executions.

Hungarian jet crashes near Beirut

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—A Soviet-built Hungarian jetliner with 60 persons aboard plunged into the Mediterranean within sight of Beirut Tuesday. No survivors were reported and a sort of "saints" prayer was said for the bodies.

Witnesses said the plane crashed into the sea with a loud explosion and a burst of flame.

U.S. to train Saudi Arabian pilots

WASHINGTON (AP)—Saudi Arabia will pay for a major new six-year program to train about 1,300 of its pilots in the United States, the Air Force said Wednesday.

The program, due to begin this month at Lackland Air Force Base, Tex., will cost the Saudis between $90 million and $100 million, the Air Force said.

The new training program is one of the most extensive of its kind in a growing U.S. relations with Arab and Middle Eastern countries.

Saudi Arabia, its treasury swollen from profits from steadily increased oil income, has become one of the top purchasers of U.S. arms and military equipment.

Oil king pleads guilty to illegal contributions

WASHINGTON (AP)—Armand Hammer, one of the wealthiest oil men in America, pleaded guilty Wednesday to illegally concealing $54,000 in contributions to the 1972 re-election campaign of President Richard M. Nixon.

Hammer, 77, also acknowledged an extensive attempt to cover-up the source of the cash after the contributions were investigated by the Senate Watergate Committee in 1973.

Chief U.S. District Judge William B. Jones Jr. freed Hammer with no bond and said he would set a sentencing date later.

At the point during a tense courtroom hearing, Judge Jones said unless Hammer acknowledged the possibility of paying a maximum three years in prison, the guilty plea wouldn't be accepted.

House kills 8.66 per cent salary hike

WASHINGTON (AP)—The House on Wednesday killed an 8.66 per cent pay raise for members of Congress, federal employees, and others, thus upholding the 5 per cent increase recommended by President Ford.

The raise, which went into effect immediately, goes to senators and representatives, federal judges, the vice president, Cabinet members, top government officials, federal white collar workers and military personnel.

The cost of the 5 per cent raise is estimated at $23.5 billion, compared with the $3.9 billion cost of the larger hike.

Ford had said the higher raise was inflationary.

Ford urges mayors to lobby Congress

SOKKIE (AP)—President Ford urged 33 small-town and suburban mayors Wednesday to lobby Congress for extension of federal revenue sharing. He warned that the program would be "catastrophic" to end a program that has given $28 billion to 29,000 states and localities.

Ford and the mayors also discussed New York City's financial problems, and the President restated his view that the federal government should not be involved in bailing out the troubled city.

Press Secretary Ron Nessen quizzed Ford as telling them:

"Your constituents wouldn't tolerate it if you ran your city as badly as New York City has been run."

Ford delivered his revenue sharing plea at a conference with the Midwestern mayors in a suburban Chicago hotel where he spent the night on his first trip out of Washington since an attempted assassination in San Francisco Sept. 22. He then headed to Omaha, Neb., for a television interview and a speech.

Two persons arrested during Ford visit

SOKKIE (AP)—Two persons were arrested during President Ford's two-day visit to the Chicago area as glove-tight security thwarted any serious threat to his safety.

Thomas Weber, 23, of Sokie was charged Wednesday with aggravated assault after he grappled with police outside the hotel where President Ford was staying.

Weber became the second person arrested during Ford's Midwest trip, but authorities said neither one intended to disrupt the President's visit to Chicago.

White House Press Secretary Ron Nessen said Weber was arrested after he tried to shake Ford's hand for Philip O'Reel.

Carmen Palito, 37, of Chicago was arrested Tuesday night for carrying a loaded, 25-caliber pistol outside of the Conrad Hilton in Chicago shortly before Ford arrived at a Republican National Committee meeting.

Senate to keep natural gas price controls

WASHINGTON (AP)—The Senate refused Wednesday to end price controls on natural gas immediately amid indications a more gradual approach probably will be approved.

By a 57-31 vote, the Senate killed an amendment by Sen. Paul Fannin, R-Ariz., that would have ended controls on all "new" natural gas, retroactive to July 1.

Center Programming Board receives consultant's report

The consultant's report concerning the programming function of the Student Center has been received, Bruce Swinburge, vice president for student affairs, said Tuesday.

The report, compiled by John Wong, director of Student Center operations at Virginia Commonwealth University, recommends that several Student Government Activities Council (SGAC) committees work with the Student Center Programming Board to develop Student Center activities.

Swinburge said the two committees will probably work with an assistant director of the Student Center for programming, who would also serve as fiscal officer for the Student Center Programming Board.

Special SGAC committees, such as Parent's Day and Homecoming, will not be included, he said.

The Student Center director search committee will meet with the programming board Tuesday night, Swinburge said. The job description and search procedure will be discussed he added.

Shady serenade

Mild fall weather prompted Charlie Seiler, graduate assistant in music, to lead an informal session with student Steve Hammer, freshman in law enforcement, under the shedding trees. (Staff photo by Carl Wagner)

Five campus path lights torn down by vandals

By Scott G. Bandle

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Three lights in Thompson Woods and two along the paths near the University Park dorms were torn down by vandals this weekend, said Harrel Lerch, superintendent of maintenance.

Reparis were started Tuesday and the lights should be finished by the end of the week, Lerch said.

He said 11 lights have been torn down since the school year began, despite a new base design that was to anchor the poles down firmly and make the wiring easily accessible.

The new design was implemented at the beginning of the semester when six lights were pulled down, leaving until areas in Thompson Woods. It was at this time four women reported being grabbed by an unknown male or males in the woods at night.

Lerch had said then, that the new base would be a combination of two designs—the old solid concrete base which held the pole firmly but made the wiring hard to get to, and a base which had the pole in some concrete, but was more open for easy access to the wiring.

"We're going to have to go back to the old design and put these replacement light poles in solid concrete," he said. "It's not really the pole that gets damaged but the light fixture when it's hauled down."

"One of the poles in Thompson Woods has been torn down twice. The second time, the people managed to bend a heavy bolt holding the pole in the base. I didn't think that could be done," he said.

For the lights to be taken down, Lerch said he figured that somebody would have to climb the pole and put a lot of weight on top of it.

He said that it cost $100 to repair a light pole when it has been torn down. Maintenance has exhausted its supply of light fixtures for the present, Lerch said.

Security officials have said that the department doesn't have the manpower to maintain foot patrols along these paths.

Lerch said that vandalism is nothing unusual, and maintenance has had its troubles with vandalism before.

"I don't know what can be done, unless the person is caught doing it," he said.
**Drug use among teenagers reaches new high**

WASHINGTON (AP) — Youths experiment more now than an earlier age any contributing to an alarming upswing in the use of marijuana, according to the government reported Wednesday.

Dr. Robert L. DuPont, director of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, told reporters he was quite alarmed about the growing use of marijuana among young people.

He speculated that use was increasing because marijuana is more readily available than the "contagious phenomena" that challenges nonusers to follow their friends' example. The institute released four new surveys costing $22.5 million that indicated:


- Fifty-five percent of the three million high school seniors in the class of 1975 experimented with illegal drugs, and two-thirds thought marijuana use should be legal or only a minor violation.

- About 300,000 of the 19 million young men aged 20 to 30 years used marijuana within the last year, another one to two million used other illicit drugs and seven million smoked marijuana.

DuPont said he was concerned that the young people in ignorance of possible health consequences, said criminal penalties are not the answer and he supports the growing trend among states to decriminalize marijuana use.

"Parting people in prison is not a good idea," he said.

DuPont said, however, that "the steady increase in the use of illicit and illicit substances is of great concern to heroin within the last year, another one to two million used other illicit drugs and seven million smoked marijuana.
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Victim Hearst

By Jerry Tucker

Editorial Page Editor

Until her Feb. 4, 1974, kidnapping, 19-year-old Patricia Campbell Hearst, heiress to the Hearst newspaper fortune, was an apolitical, virtually unconcerned teen-age prissy. A few months after her arrest, she is a self-proclaimed radical. How and why did she go from a kidnap victim to a political revolutionary? This is the question at the core of the current legal process.

Hearst and Wendy Yoshimura (who was arrested with her) have been charged with murder, robbery and kidnapping. Hearst faces two state and federal charges that could conceivably imprison her for life.

The question now is whether our judicial system will coldly place a kidnap victim behind bars for all or most of her remaining life? A 19-year-old girl who had led a comfortable, sheltered life was suddenly thrust into a new and seemingly new situation full of pressures and tension. Was her apparent conversion so unbelievable or only mildly surprising under the circumstances?

According to the New York Times, the FBI found a document showing Hearst and Wendy Yoshimura (who was arrested with her) to be opposed to the revolutionary tactics of their Symbionese Liberation Army associates. She and Yoshimura opposed bombings and other terrorist activities, the Times said. Hearst hardly hardened-criminal type. One source in touch with the group said recently that Hearst increasingly adopted acts of violence, especially those directed at humans. The San Francisco Chronicle quoted the source as saying that she had been personally discussed emerging from hiding.

Hearst's lawyers will undoubtedly say she acted under duress and maybe even pleaded some sort of temporary insanity. While this may or may not be true, she was definitely behaving differently than she had in the past. Whether she was brainwashed, hypnotized or totally aware of her actions remains to be seen.

The exasperating circumstances and the fact that Hearst was a kidnap victim should remain uppermost in one's mind. Men that would never harm another human being have been trained in the infantry and become ruthless wartime killers. The value of an accused's word and persistent peer pressure will influence the will of most conformist-oriented people. Authority was SLA doma and her peers were its members.

Patty Hearst may be tried and convicted of some of the various charges against her, but the judge who levies sentence should pause and ask himself one question: would his 19-year-old daughter do suddenly thrust into the same situation?

Don't Fire Hearst

By Jerie Jaynes

Editorial Page Editor

U.S. Dist. Judge Oliver Carter made a wise decision by denying Patty Hearst's request to be released on bail. He said that the facts and evidence point strongly toward the outcome of the current psychological tests.

Those who use the plea that she was brainwashed and thereby mentally unable to remain in jail are evading an important question—do her actions justify that plea?

Whether she was brainwashed is not the question at this point. Does it matter what values she used to hold while she was being held and that she has now left behind? Her present attitude toward society should be considered as a condition for freedom on bail.

Publicly declared evidence strongly favors the prosecution. Monday the FBI filed in U.S. District Court a list of the items found in the apartment where she lived at the time of her arrest. Among the belongings was a packet of $1 bills with serial numbers matching those on bills taken from John Camp, Hearst's fiance Steven, San Francisco bathrobe.

Her fingerprints were found in a van from which a woman fired at a bank's surveillance camera to cover the escape of two Symbionese Liberation Army members.

V ictims of kidnappings, auto thefts and robberies have also identified her as a participant.

A jury could decide the merits of a defense based on brainwashing arguments during a trial. Until that trial takes place, she should remain in jail. She has already spent two months.

December-22975

Opinion & Commentary

EDITORIAL POLICY—The general policy of the Daily Egyptian is to provide an open forum for discussion of issues and ideas. Opinions expressed on the editorial pages do not necessarily reflect those of the administration or the student body. Signed editorials represent the opinions of the author only. Unsolicited editorials represent a consensus of the Daily Egyptian Editorial Committee, which is composed of the student editor-in-chief, the editorial page editor, a member elected by the student news staff, the managing editor and an external writing instructor.

LETTERS POLICY—Letters to the editor are invited and writers may submit them by mail or in person to: Daily Egyptian, Room 1247, Communications Building. Letters should be typewritten and not exceed 250 words. Letters which the editors consider libelous or in poor taste will not be published. All letters must bear the writer's name and address, but the names of persons on school staff will not be printed unless a request is made for publication. Stories and staffed feature articles for publication must be in the hands of the editorial staff by the deadline for that day's edition.
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Voting maturity isn't found by any age group

By Joanne Hollister

A letter was printed in the Daily Egyptian recently from a 7th grade student at Giant City School. In it, Mitchell Karnes, 12, advocated the vote for people his age.

Karnes is, for the most part, a typical 12-year-old. He plays baseball, likes TV, movies and Elton John. He gets a weekly allowance which he uses to supplement his new stamp collection. What makes him such a different 12-year-old is he isn't a typical 12-year-old.

Karnes feels 12-year-olds, if found to be capable, should be able to hold the same jobs as their adult counterparts. They couldn't be doctors or lawyers, he said, but working in department or grocery stores at various jobs is within reason.

He feels anyone who is capable and understands what's going on, should have the right to vote. Some adults, he says, are immature. Some 12-year-olds are mature.

He has a point. Twelve-year-olds would probably take the privilege of voting as seriously as 18, 19 and 20-year-olds do, if not more so.

A big argument against the 18 to 20-year-olds getting the vote was they're too immature and don't know what's going on. That argument could be used just as easily against the 12-year-old vote. There was fear that a complete government take-over could be made by the young radicals. Bah, humbug.

Young adults of today have a chance at better education, better jobs, and a chance to make their own decisions. But 18, 19 and 20-year-olds are too immature to vote. They lack the education, experience and worldly situations and political knowledge they need to make the sound decision on who should be running this country.

In 1972, there were 129,643,000 people of voting age. 11,022,000 of these were between the ages of 18 and 20. Their percent of the total population is 8.6 which is not a high percent of the total population.

In 1976, the percent of the people in the 25 to 44 age group and 74.8 percent of the 45 to 64 age group voted. The older generation doesn't have to worry about the big, bad youth of America.

A Gallup poll taken just before the 1972 presidential election reported that 42 percent of people under the age of 21 saw themselves as Democrats, 16 percent as Republicans and 42 percent as Independents.

Generally, minorities, clerical, skilled and unskilled workers, people with an income of less than $10,000 a year and an education level under a BA degree tend to vote Democrat. People with more education, higher incomes, and white collar type jobs tend to vote Republican. People also tend to follow in the footsteps of their parent's political thinking. What's so mature about that?

But with only 72,401,000 of a possible 128,621,000 taking advantage of the vote, offerings don't seem to be doing as well as getting out the vote as their parents. Not that their parents are doing such a hot job, either.

Should a 7th grader be allowed to vote for President of the United States? And what exactly is an "adult"? A 12-year-old must pay adult prices to get into any movie, yet he can't see a so-called "adult" film. Pornography might corrupt his mind, but surely making a profit off him won't hurt.

For the most part, 12-year-olds are too immature to vote. They lack the education, experience and worldly situations and political knowledge they need to make the sound decision on who should be running this country.

But 18, 19 and 20-year-olds are supposed to have the experience and education, prove their immaturity in handling the privilege of voting by not bothering to participate.

Short Shots

The Liquor Advisory Board should allow bars to stay open until 6 a.m. every night, not just on weekend nights as Police Chief Kennedy suggests. In addition to lessening street violence, such a move would make the housing shortage a thing of the past.

Scott Allen

The Student Senate is concerned about the lack of attendance by its members. They shouldn't be. They're just doing an accurate representation of how the rest of the student body feels.

Scott Bandel

Because of another recent increase in world oil prices a researcher plans to develop a more economical engine that runs on gold.

Dana Henderson
**German people cannot be blamed for Nazi crimes**

**By Scott G. Bandle**

Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

The horror of the Nazi concentration camps during World War II is now a part of rather recent history. The question of ultimate responsibility was raised by Franz Hochstetter, a German army veteran, during an argument. He said in response to the historian that not all of the German Army did have knowledge of the concentration camps.

The written attacks on Hochstetter have been unreasonable, almost the same man is liar. One fact that the German did have was the Nazis had not allowed by Hitler to leave Germany, sailed from homes and wrong men like Dawidowicz state that the extermination claim was actually the extermination extermination camps — Auschwitz, Belzec, Majenek, Sobibor and Treblinka, with a combined total of 5,370,000 victims — were actually outside of Germany in occupied Poland. So it is possible that Hochstetter’s claim is true.

His ignorance of the matter was doubted and, as a quick check of history adds some collaboration to his story, Hochstetter became a refugee on the Russian and western front from 1941 to 1945.

Russia was invaded in June, 1941. The systematic killing of the people also started at this time, so it is possible that Hochstetter didn’t know about it because he was fighting the Russians at the time. Hochstetter was accused for saying he was prohibited to have served during World War II in the German army. One writer asked the question any person with Jewish connections. Hochstetter said he could be proud to have served in the army of Nazi Germany.

Germany has been a part of the world’s history for more than 1000 years. That it has been part of the World War II has cut the German people since anti-Semitism was not relegated to Germany either. But in a book, “The War Against the Jews 1933-1945,” by Steve Malin, has mentioned the extermination of the Jews in Poland.

If the German were to be blamed for anything, those who believed in humanity, their ancestors, and Nazis. If the German were to be blamed for anything, those who believed in humanity.

The German people cannot be judged for WW II crimes as a whole. The German Army’s fortunes. It could be any family, any son, any country.

Graffiti is letter is particularly offensive in its sarcastic references to Hochstetter’s nationality and background. It is in exceedingly poor taste. It is said men are fools if they repeat history’s mistakes. If our society can’t rise above the shallows beliefs and vicious characterizations exhibited in the two letters, then we have learned nothing from a tragedy.

Jeffrey Clever
Freshman
Business and Administration

Hochstetter was just doing his duty

To the Daily Egyptian:

I was dismayed and angered to read the two rebuttal letters to Franz Hochstetter. To condemn a people, and a man, for the atrocities of a fanatical minority shows a lack of insight.

To the Daily Egyptian:

I find it hard to believe that Franz Hochstetter cannot realize what he was a part of. The poor man, being a German citizen and Nazi sympathizer, could have never realistically or objectively seen what the Jews were subjected to then, or what they are going through now. He was blinded by his own ignorance, as many others.

As far as I am concerned, anyone who supported the Hitler regime, at any time, supported the murder of countless Jews. And some of these Germans were 6 million European Jews who were exterminated in the gas chambers.

We can’t and shouldn’t blame those who pulled the triggers of guns and threw the switches for the gas chambers, but those who stood around and watched. Those who were involved in the extermination camps, who were involved in the extermination of millions of people, who, because of their history, traditions and customs were murdered.

I blame those who were involved in the extermination camps, who were involved in the extermination of millions of people, who, because of their history, traditions and customs were murdered.

Hochstetter doesn’t have to be a scholar. He lived during World War II. Who would know more about the subject than the man who lived through the experience? Who has read about it with the ability of hindsight?

He was a German soldier, a man of war, unable to read or understand a letter. Shouldn’t the rabbi honor the dead by burying what he thinks are remnants of his people?

Rob Gerardi
History-Journalism

Hochstetter as guilty as Nazi SS

To the Daily Egyptian:

YOUR responsibility! Tell me that six million lives, some which you VIOLED, and some which you VIOLATE, one was even a friend of yours. Tell me it was all a bad dream and it did not happen!

Hochstetter YOU are just as guilty as the SS, and it did happen.

Marty Matin
Editor-in-Chief

Cinema and Photography
Member of SIU Hillel

Editor’s Note — in light of the controversy stirred up by Franc Hochstetter’s letter, the Daily Egyptian is publishing his rebuttal, as requested by Pinckneyville Hochstetter’s only given address. The hope was to produce a commentary about the Nazi movement that wasudent to the mind of German society at that time.

A check with the local telephone listings, the police and the 21st Century newspaper will show where and when Hochstetter’s whereabouts. The post office said there was no one in the area with that name or mailing address.

It is in the interest of the Daily Egyptian to consider Hochstetter particularly hard to locate or if he has changed his name. If Hochstetter is living under a new identity, the Daily Egyptian assures him that his name and address will not be made public but the Daily will continue to talk with him and will appreciate his calling our office at 536-3311, extension 202. Ask for Jim Ridings or Jerie Jayne.
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Return to Forever flawless
in style and synchronization

By Keith Texhorn
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

It was easy to understand how Return to Forever featuring Chick Corea has won all those awards from DownBeat and Jazz and Pop Magazine. After Tuesday night’s show at Shroyer Auditorium, one wonders why they haven’t won all the other awards from all the other music magazines. The performance was as good as any band could hope to give.

The first half of the nearly three-hour long presentation focused on new tunes from upcoming solo albums by Corea’s sidemen. Guitarist Al Di Meola’s “Land of the Midnight Sun” was a hard driving, passionate number, and all the other tracks were well received.

A Review

Chick Corea’s Return to Forever is the group’s first full-length recording. The group has been together for almost three years, and this recording captures their sound and spirit. The album features a blend of jazz, rock, and pop elements, creating a unique and innovative style.

The opening track, “Land of the Midnight Sun,” showcases the group’s technical proficiency and musicality. The composition is a complex piece that incorporates a variety of instruments, including keyboards, guitar, and drums. The interplay between the different sections is seamless, creating a cohesive and compelling piece.

Another standout track is “Forever/Comes a Time,” which features a soaring melody and driving rhythm. The group’s ability to create a sense of urgency and emotion is evident in this track.

Throughout the album, Corea’s skill as a composer and performer is on full display. He is able to blend different styles and sounds into a cohesive whole, creating a unique and engaging listening experience.

Overall, Return to Forever is a strong debut album from one of the most innovative groups in contemporary jazz. The group’s ability to blend different styles and sounds into a cohesive whole is a testament to their talent and vision.

Our goal is to communicate:
Chick Corea

Chick Corea and Return to Forever are four musicians with a very definite goal. “We want to communicate with people, all people with no barriers of age or race,” Corea said after Tuesday night’s concert which filled Shroyer to capacity.

“With people, you touch them with sound,” Corea said. The group began its concert with electric rock. Corea said the volume was intentionally loud. “If you attempt to communicate with light sound what happens is, because of the awareness level in the average person, it doesn’t reach them.”

Artists who rebel and do not play loud music sometimes fail to get their message across to the audience, Corea said. “The beauty they have to offer never gets to anybody.”

At a rock concert Corea said the group loads off with electric music and “the result is, we make friends with a lot of people.” The audience then becomes “very receptive” to the groups acoustic set, he said. “They listen and go out and say ‘Oh there is something else in the music world besides the Rolling Stones.’”

The group had been billed as jazz-rock artists but Corea prefers to avoid putting labels on the group’s music. “What we play is a synthesis,” Corea said. “You take what you like in the form and go from that.”

Synthetic in categories has the effect of coloring people’s perceptions. The band performed an encore that had nothing to do with jazz, according to Corea. “It was in fact, you couldn’t find a stronger more danceable beat and the audience was just sitting there,” Corea said.

Lenny White, the drummer of Return to Forever commented that the group had probably thought it was jazz and responded accordingly.

All the group’s members have had contact with literature according to Corea. “It is useful in getting our trip off. He explained the organization and communication of science and nature benefit benefic.

Corea’s “trip” is to leave behind an awareness of bright shining people who go home and want to communicate anything intellectual, spiritual or physical. The group wants to “make people feel good with music.”

Return to Forever

The heavy T.A.M. is a breathing, the deposit’s being, not for the depositors. Relevance, degradation and dehumanization are all disreputable to a fine tuning.”

MANN THEATRE

FOE EAST GATE

ENDS TONIGHT “FUNNY LADY” 8:00

THE MOVIE EVENT YOU’VE BEEN WAITING FOR IS NOW WAITING FOR YOU.

FRI SAT LATE SHOW 11:15 PM FRI & SAT 3:15 PM

“FIVE EASY PIECES”

KAREN BLACK
SUSAN ANSTRICH

“BEST FILM OF THE YEAR”

New York Daily News

JEAN SHERIDAN

NO ONE UNDER 18

FRI AFTERNOON

4:15 P.M. All seats $1.25

The story of a gambling man and a hustling lady.

DIRECTED BY ROBERT ALTMAN

purveyors of paradise.

WARREN BEATTY

JULIE CHRISTIE

McCABE & MRS. MILLER

From Warner Bros
**Activities**

**Thursday**
- Saluki Ad Agency: Meeting, 7 p.m., Communications Lounge 102.
- Special Study Commission on Alcoholism: 10:30 a.m. to 5 p.m., Student Center Ballroom B.
- Women's Programs: Noon to 2 p.m., Student Center Illini Room.
- Free School: Exercise Class, 8:30 a.m. to 8 p.m., Student Center Illinois Room.
- Student Art Collection: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Mitchell Gallery.
- Photography Exhibit: "Pony, Cut, Mine," 10 a.m. to 4 p.m., Fazer Hall Wing C.
- Sailing Club: Meeting, 9 to 10 p.m., Lawson 131.
- Parent's Day Committee: Meeting, 7 to 8:30 p.m., Student Center Room C.
- Society of American Foresters: Meeting, 7 to 8 p.m., Student Center Room B.
- Iliad: Meeting, 6:30 to 7:30 p.m., Student Center Room A.
- Free School - Socialism: Problems and Perspectives, 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., Wesley Community House.
- Student Christian Foundation: Plant Care, 7 to 8:30 p.m., Student Center Room B.
- Canoe and Kayak Club: Meeting, 8 to 10 p.m., Student Center Room A.
- Vegetarian Potluck: Dinner, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., 215 S. University.
- Volleyball Club: Meeting, 7:30 p.m., Aruna.

**Friday**
- I. S. A.: Meeting, 7 to 11 p.m., Student Center Saline Room.
- Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship: 7:30 to 9:30 p.m., Student Center Illinois Room.
- Omega Psi Phi: Dance, 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., Student Center Ballroom D.
- Student Center: Meditation and Self-Knowledge, 7 to 10 p.m., Student Center Room A.
- Campus Crusade for Christ Body Life: Meeting, 6:30 to 8 p.m., Student Center Room C.
- Christian Unlimted: Meeting, 7:30 to 8 p.m., Student Center Room C.
- Hillel: Vegetarian Meals, 11 a.m. to 7 p.m., Service, 8 p.m., 715 S. University.
- Students For Jesus: Free Concert, 7 to 10 p.m., Student Center Ballroom D.
- Woody Hall Patio Stage.
- Wesly Community House: EAZ-N Coffee House and Free Entertainment, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., 116 Illinois.
- Chemistry and Biochemistry Seminar: Dr. James Tyrrell, 4 p.m., Necker 218.
- Mini Book Sale: 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Student Center Room A.
- Pan Hellenic Council: Dance, 9 p.m. to 12:30 a.m., Student Center Ballroom D.

**Saturday**
- Sigma Delta Chi: Kegger for present and prospective members, 7 p.m. at home of Harlan Men.
- Sigma Chi: "Giving Birth," 8 p.m., Video Lounge.
- SGAC Video: Films, "Giving Birth," and an interview with Al Goldstein, editor of "Screw," 8 p.m.
- Video Lounge: On the third floor of Student Center.

**Social marketing topic of new course**

A new course, PSY 351, entitled Social Marketing: Issues and the Environment will be offered spring semester through the President's Scholar Program and the Department of Marketing.

The course will deal with economic growth and ecology marketing, conservation and recycling of natural resources. Discussion and creative papers will make up course work.

Donald Perry, professor of marketing, will teach the course with credit ranging from 1 to 4 hours. Interested students may obtain permission from the chairman of the department or the instructor to register for the course.
Arab asks SIU to devise program

A Saudi Arabian official has invited SIU's community development service to devise a plan to help train future community development specialists in the country.

Dr. El Banyan, director of one of the Saudi development agencies, made the request during a recent visit to SIU. El Banyan said he was impressed with SIU's program.

Paul Denise, chairman of the community development service at SIU, said the SIU proposal is accepted.

Those students would already working in community development centers in Saudi Arabia. The SIU program, said Denise, would give the students training in basic practices and principles of community development.

The project, if approved, would be funded completely by Saudi Arabia.

The project would train 30 students per school year in a six to nine-month course.

The training project at SIU would be part of Saudi Arabia's effort to double the number of its community development centers, El Banyan said.

Assertiveness seminar slated

A mini-lab on what is assertiveness training will be the topic of the fourth women's noon seminar scheduled Thursday in the Student Center Illinois Room.

Assertiveness training is important "because it is very helpful for women in particular, who have had to take care of everyone else first," Virginia Britton, coordinator of Women's Programming, said.

Britton said the lab will include a discussion on passive, aggressive and assertive actions and some role playing. "This is an experiential type of lab, set up so if the group was going through assertiveness training," Britton said.

The seminar is free and open to the public. Britton said participants are invited to bring lunch; coffee will be available.

PEPPERMINT LOUNGE

Presents The World Famous

AMATEUR NITE

Trophies, Cash, Prizes, and More.

Don't miss it! Anything can happen....

AND ESPECIALLY FOR THE LADIES...

25c For All Collins Drinks

All Day Until 9:00 p.m.

Come down and bump your brains out!

GEORGE C. SCOTT AND WILLIAM DEVANE

F 0R ON TRIAL

Xerox is proud to present a major television special starring George C. Scott and William Devane. "Fear On Trial" is the gripping dramatization of the true story of John Henry Faulk, a CBS broadcaster who was unable to find work because of self-appointed arbiters questioned his beliefs and his patriotism.

In the 1950s and early 1960s, the hysteria of Communist witch-hunts, defaming and blacklistingdrove teachers from their jobs, forced ministers from their churches and put performers and writers out of work.

"Fear On Trial" is the story of one man who chose to fight back.

Tonight on the CBS-TV Network.

8:00 pm. Channel 12.

SUNDAY NIGHT SERIES

FRANCOIS TRUFFAUT'S

JULES AND JEANNE MOREAU OSKAR WERNER

Although Truffaut evokes the romantic nostalgia before World War I, JULES AND JEANNE MOREAU exquisitely illuminates a modern woman. Kathe, amoral and classically beautiful, loves two fraternal friends and must have them both— even if she must die to do so. For her, no commitment is forever and only death is final. Truffaut realized and vividly acted by Moreau, Werner, and Serre, the film established Truffaut as the leader of French New Wave directors.

Truffaut's first film

IF MONQUE'S "PAPA"

Charming, exciting, delicate, and unique

NEW YORK TIMES

"Will rank among the great love achievements of the screen"

FALLON, KELLER'S "LOST IT AT THE MOVIES"

2 Shows Only!!

Sunday Oct. 5 8:10 p.m.

Student Center Auditorium Donation $1

This ad paid in part by Student Activity Fees
The year is 2024. A.D. World War Four has devastated the earth's surface, turning the planet into a grizzled version of the Bonneville Salt Flats. Roving bands of men scrounge for food and women. Both are in short supply, though why women are scarce is never explained.

A loner, Vic, also seeks sexual gratification. He is aided by a dog possessing a unique radar system capable of tracking down the opposite sex. The dog speaks to Vic by telepathic means. Through a working agreement, the dog lures females for Vic, while he, in turn, searches for cash for them both.

The title of this film playing at University Four is "A boy and his Dog," which is misleading because it sounds like an adventure for adolescents. Instead, it is a low-budget, cheaply sarcastic, cruel and unfunny exercise in tastlessness. Supposedly Director-Writer L. Q. Jones based his script on an "award winning novella" by Harlan Ellison, who, we can only hope, is extremely grateful to see his name among the credits.

The first scene finds the two protagonists on the verge of uncovering some secrets. The problem is that the woman has already been raped, beaten and left for dead by a gang of savages. As she lays moaning and bleeding, Vic sadly shakes his head and says, "Ain't that a shame." He explains to the dog that if the gang hadn't beaten her, she would be good for "two or three more times.

The two continue their pursuit for goods. Food is found or stolen by Vic, and soon the dog's radar picks up another girl. This time Vic satisfies himself almost too easily, for the girl is very willing.

A Review

Another gang approaches and Vic fights them off violently. Even the dog gets in the fight, ripping out a villain's popular vest. Afterward, the dog is covered in blood.

"Boy, you're a bloody mess," Vic tells him. "Well, you're not exactly a rose garden yourself," the dog replies.

The girl leads Vic to an underground society which looks like the turn-of-the-century Missouri town. The rules dictate strict adherence to the laws of behavior and dress, backing up their authority with programmed, human-like robots. Lawbreakers are immediately taken care of -- the robots break their necks.

The girl has lead Vic into a trap. The robbers want Vic to be a drone for their young maidens. They feel new blood is needed in their society. After Vic accomplishes his mission, he is to share the same fate of all drones: death.

Vic escapes from their clutches with the girl, who has fallen in love with him. They return to the surface, where the dog is waiting for them. But the dog is dying of starvation. The girl tells Vic that the dog must be left behind. Instead, Vic barbecues the girl and feels her to the dog. In the final scene, Vic walks off into the horizon with the dog, who explains, "She sure had good taste!"

The year is 2024... a future you'll probably live to see. If the future portrayed in this worthless endeavor ever threatens to become a reality, make plans for a comfortable suicide on New Year's Eve, 2024. This claptrap of a film deserves no more mention here.
Fellowships available for research

Applications for fellowships in various areas of research are now being accepted for graduate study programs ranging in interest from applied sciences to liberal arts.

The National Wildlife Federation offers environmental fellowships of up to $9000 to M.A. and Ph.D. candidates interested in research in the following areas: resource and range management, economics of natural resource conservation, recreation, law and conservation education.

The Federation is also offering fellowships for research involving an interface between petroleum and the management and conservation of natural resources. Application deadline is Dec. 15.

The National Science Foundation is receiving applications for fellowships from college seniors for graduate study in mathematics, and the physical, medical, biological, engineering and social sciences. Application deadline is Dec. 1.

A number of scholarships are offered by the Kosciuszko Foundation for study in Poland to students of Polish background.

The areas of study include music, Polish history, language, literature, culture and journalism, the humanities and the social sciences. Application deadline is Jan. 15.

Minority doctoral fellowships in sociology are offered to students in or beginning study in sociology by the American Sociological Association. The areas of study are mental health, and educational problems of minorities. Application deadline is Jan. 15.

The Institute of European History at Mainz, Germany is giving graduate fellowships for research in modern and contemporary history. Application deadline is Jan. 15.

Semester internships are offered by the Argonne National Laboratory to graduate students in journalism who have a strong interest in science. The internship offers them an intense period of academic and professional experiences at Argonne.

A stipend of $200 a week for the 12-week semester will be provided plus a travel allowance. Application deadline for spring seminar is Oct. 15; for fall semester the deadline is April 15.

Students and graduates who wish to pursue a career in college teaching and who have a liberal arts background may apply to the Danforth Foundation for graduate fellowships by no later than Oct. 15.

Further information and application forms are available from Helen Vergette, room 206B, Woody Hall.

'Re friends' of library slate sale

Friends of Morris Library will sponsor a book sale from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday in rooms 101 and 103 of Blue Barracks 1072.

About 9,000 or 10,000 books are expected to be on sale, with prices ranging from a dime up, according to Glenn King, executive secretary of the Friends.

The selection will include a little bit of everything: reference books, books that were phased out of the VTI library, scientific material, fiction and quite a few "how-to-do-it" books, she said.

Donations of books and periodicals will be accepted Thursday in the same rooms. King said, although book donations are also accepted at any time during the year.

Persons wishing to donate can call Special Collections in Morris Library to make arrangements for having donations picked up.

There's more to cycling than a bicycle.

PHOENIX CYCLES has more of the things that make cycling safer and more fun.

Wonder headlites, leglites & taillites

Bluemel full wrap "Popular" plastic fenders

fleece lined "Alpine" winter cycling shoes

Esge "Starlite 200" alloy parcel racks

double-action "No. 1" pump 14 gauge

Norwester two-piece rain suits

wool long-sleeved jerseys

Cyclo-commuting accessories

Merlin's

Thursday Nite in the Club

Enjoy The Top-Rock Band

TOPAZ

And Especially For You--The Largest Pitchers of

Budweiser in Town $1.50

Plus TEQUILA SUNRISES 50¢

FREE ADMISSION!
Colored labels help speed up processing, delivery of mail

By Debbie Absher
Student Editor-in-Chief

Although envelopes with red, green, yellow, orange or blue quarter-sized labels have been showing up in mailboxes for more than a year, the U.S. postal service still gets calls from patrons wondering what they are all about.

It's all part of the postal service's attempt to reduce or end the misrouting of bundled or packaged mail and therefore speeds up the handling of mail and therefore speeds up the handling of mail.

Montgomery said that letters going in the same state, city, business or having identical zip codes are stacked in bundles and appropriate label attached to them.

"Anytime a person gets one of these dots on his letter, it just means that his was the top letter on the bundle," he says.

The Postal Service has been stressing for years the zip code, he says, and like the five numbers comprising a code, five different colors of labels tell mail processors where a bundle is heading.

A red label with a letter D is attached to a bundle of letters having identical zip codes. A green label, bearing the numeral 1, means that only the first three numbers of the zip code are identical.

A yellow label with a C directs a bundle to a city with more than one zip code, and an orange sticker with an S indicates that the letters are going to the same state.

Blue labels with an F are placed on bundles of letters addressed to the same business or firm.

The labels replace loose facing slips which were placed under a rubber band or string around a bundle and indicated the same information that the labels relay.

Montgomery says the facing slips often fell or were torn from a bundle and processing center employees had to go through the letters to determine how they were stacked, he says.

The new labels are pressure sensitive and rarely become unattached. The harder they're hit in transit, the harder they cling, Montgomery relates.

Large mailers, such as the University are often given the labels to attach to their mail before sending it to a postal handling center, he says, which saves even more time.

Montgomery says it's all part of the Postal Service's attempt to speed up processing of an ever-increasing volume of mail.

Close-Out SPECIAL

PUMA CLYDE'S

- Blue or Red Suede
- White Leather

NOW $20.00

PRO-KEDS

Blue or Gold Suede

NOW $15.00

HURRY--offer good til supply is gone
Specialists tell crime group
correctional changes needed

The SIU correctional specialists told an Illinois House Judiciary Committee on criminal justice that reform measures are needed within the system.

Charles V. Matthews, director of the SIU Center for the Study of Crime, Delinquency and Corrections, and Gary Smith, an administrative assistant at the center, say they expect "some kind of rationality" to go into Illinois legislation as a result of their testimony.

Smith said the hearing marked the first time that the state legislature has sought testimony concerning problems in the correctional field prior to the introduction of specific legislation.

"This is important," Matthews said, "because it represents an attempt by the legislature to propose a rational package of legislation instead of reacting to legislation proposed by various persons on the behalf of one or more interest groups."

He recommended the creation of an independentombudsman office in each of the prisons in Illinois.

"The independent ombudsman would therefore reduce the frequency of court suits, prisoner-guard tensions and add the injection of justice into a system torn by its injustice," Smith said.

Testimony at the hearing also brought forth calls for determinate sentences for inmates, the elimination of parole and also a bill or rights for inmates.

Matthews said that only 32 out of 105 counties in Illinois currently provide probation services.

The Southern Illinois Democratic-Socialist Organizing Committee (DSOC) will hold its first meeting at 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the Wesleyan Foundation, 816 S. Illinois. Primary discussion will be on current DSOC activities and "brainstorming" on directions and programs for local activity. The public is invited.

A Mini Book Sale will be sponsored by the Friends of Morris Library from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Friday in Room 101, Blue Barracks East. Texts and periodicals will be featured. The public is invited.

Bahgwan Singh, professor of philosophy, and John Merkel of the Art Department, will speak on "East-West Philosophy" at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the Home Economics Lounge. The speech is the second in the fall talk series.

Hugh Morgan, SIU journalism instructor, will give a speech at the bi-monthly meeting of Alpha Kappa Rho, an honorary broadcasting society, at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in Communications Room 1066. Morgan will discuss his seven years with the Associated Press. All interested persons are invited. The regular meeting will take place on the first Thursday of each month.

The Department of Speech is now accepting advisement appointments for advanced registration for spring semester. Students should contact Randy Bythew, the speech undergraduate advisor.

The Department of Speech announces an addition to the printed class schedule for spring semester. A four credit course, Speech 382, "Research Methods in Public Communication," will meet from 4 to 6:30 p.m. on Tuesdays and Thursdays in Wham 112.

Dr. James Tyrrell will give a chemistry seminar titled "Internal Rotation in the Oxayl Halides—Theoretically There is an Answer," at 4 p.m. Friday in Necker's 218.

Two SIU design students, Bob Nance and David King, will attend "Aeronautical and Space Applications: Promises, Problems and Policies," an aerospace forum on Oct. 8, 9 and 10 at the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Md. Nance and King will present an electric car they designed.

Group seeks ban on pop top cans

By Tim Powers
Student Writer

The SIU Environmental Center is planning to submit a proposal to ban the can, a product of the Illinois Beverage Container Board that would attach a return value to all containers certified for sale by the board. The proposal would also ban the sale in the state of “pop top” cans; metal containers with detachable openings.

“This (the proposal) could really be effective in helping to control the amount of cans thrown out on the highways,” said Pat Downey, environmental center member.

At least two hearings will be held at different locations in the state within three months after submission of the proposal. At these hearings individuals may plead their case to the board.

The board then reviews the case

WSIU-TV & FM

The following programs are scheduled Thursday on WSIU-TV, Channel 4:

9 a.m. — Wildlife Theater: “The Silent Years,” 600 AM: Theater, “Edward II,” 10 p.m.

11 a.m. — Today’s the Day: Take a Music Break, 11 a.m. — Opus Eleven: 12:30 p.m. — WSIU Expanded News Report; 1 p.m. — Afternoon Concert, 4 p.m. — All Things Considered: 5:30 p.m. — Music in the Air, 6:30 p.m. — WSIU Expanded News Report; 7 p.m. — Options: 8 p.m. — New York Philharmonic Orchestra: 10 p.m. — Music from Germany: 10:30 p.m. — WSIU Expanded News Report; 11 p.m. — Nighttong: 2 a.m. — Nighttong.

WIDB

The following programming is scheduled Thursday on WIDB:

4 a.m. — Today’s the Day: Take a Music Break: 11 a.m. — Opus Eleven: 12:30 p.m. — WSIU Expanded News Report; 1 p.m. — Afternoon Concert: 4 p.m. — All Things Considered: 5:30 p.m. — Music in the Air: 6:30 p.m. — WSIU Expanded News Report; 7 p.m. — Options: 8 p.m. — New York Philharmonic Orchestra: 10 p.m. — Music from Germany: 10:30 p.m. — WSIU Expanded News Report; 11 p.m. — Nighttong: 2 a.m. — Nighttong.

BUY MICHELIN

STEEL-BELTED RADIALS FOR SAFETY and LONG LIFE

You’ll get the easy-handling ride as an extra. Plus the comfort. The gas economy. The traction. The cornering. The puncture protection....

Think radial...and look to the leader

MICHELIN

Henry Porter Tire Center
University & Main-Corbele
220 N. 14th St. Murphysboro
654-3621 549-6011

SAF gives accreditation to forestry department

The Society of American Foresters (SAF) granted accreditation Sept. 28 to the SIU forestry department for its undergraduate programs. The action came at the opening session of the SAF annual meetings in Washington, D.C.

Gilbert H. Kroening, dean of the SIU School of Agriculture, said the accreditation will enhance job opportunities for forestry graduates and will help attract top-ranked faculty members.

A five-member accreditation field team inspected the forestry department’s programs, faculty, students and supporting facilities for the department last February.

The SIU forestry department was established in 1897 to provide the state’s first four-year degree program in forestry. The department currently has 14 full-time and one half-time faculty members. The program has grown steadily to a record fall semester total of 62 undergraduate majors in forestry programs.

Undergraduate students may select one of four options of study: forest resources management, forest environmental assessment, forest science or outdoor recreation/conservation.

Kilo’s Presents

“DIXIE DIESELS”
both Friday & Saturday

12 oz. drafts 25c
Speederail drinks 1/2 price till 7 p.m.

Southern Illinois Airport, Carbondale
DAILY SCHEDULED FLIGHTS TO:
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
SPRINGFIELD
ST. LOUIS
QUINCY
ALTON

Youth and Military fares available

For reservations & information phone 457-2143 or contact your local travel agent

CONNECTING FLIGHTS THROUGHOUT THE U.S.

MILK STORE
9-11 DAILY

102 S. Wolf St.
CARBONDALE

32 oz. Dr. Pepper 6 pk. $1.89
16 oz. Pepsi 8 pk. $1.29
Keebler Crackers 16 crispy ounce reg. 69c 59c
aluminum foil
Charlie Chips 8 oz. reg. 79c 59c
FARM FRESH
Buttermilk creamy 1/2 gal. reg. 80c 65c
Lady Borden cool All
Ice Cream Free Flavors reg. 1.50 69c
Ideal Bread big lb. loaves 3/$1.00
Blue Bell 8 oz. 3/$1.00
Bologna pickled or regular beef 59c
Uncle Charly’s Sausage Rolls 1 1/2 lb. reg. 17 1/2 lb. reg. $1.29
Conservation department says fish to be ‘spotty’ catch at Carlyle Lake

By Michael J. VanDorn  
Daily Egyptian

"Spotty" has been the key word used by Southern Illinois anglers discussing the fishing situation at Carlyle Lake.

According to the Illinois Department of Conservation, fishermen can expect many hours of fishing during the next few weeks as conditions will be far from optimal at Illinois’ largest lake.

Carlyle Lake, 5 miles east of St. Louis, is normally a fisherman’s paradise. However, because of murky water in most areas of the lake, conservation officials can rate the fishing no better than "spotty.

The fisherman's best bet at the present time is to use Sonic and Deepa spinners and fish the area around the flooded islands of Keyspout. The White Bass are working in deep water, with early morning fishermen doing the best.

Largemouth Bass are spotty catches, with fishermen having the best luck around flooded timber and bay areas in the northern part of the lake in Maquoketa and Moody creeks. Bass fishermen wishing to have any luck at all should use plugs and tanders spinners. Best bet for catching Channel Cat is in the river channel east of Rockport off the shoreline in 15 to 20 feet of water. Channel Cat are rated late, inconsistent on troutline. At the present time, the best bait for them is hardware, chicken, crawdad and nightcrawlers.

Unofficial reports show crappie fishing as a summer low. To have any luck at all, an angler should use minnows and set his line in 16 to 12 feet of water. Allen’s Branch and Peppenbush’s branch on the lake’s west side seem to be the crappie fisherman’s best bet.

Fishermen who prefer to keep their feet on shore, "ca'p', Buffalo, and Drum are fair catch off the rocks along the side waters of the lake during late afternoon and evenong hours.

Conservation officials reported that while fishing is very slow at Carlyle Lake, the 36,000 acres of lake still remains one of the state’s favorite fishing holes.

---

McPhail, another great name in baseball dies at age 85

MIAMI (AP)—Larry MacPhail, one of baseball’s greatest innovators whose vision brought the sport night baseball and Old Timers Day, died here this morning. He was 85.

MacPhail, whose full name was LeLand Stanford MacPhail, built pennant winners in Cincinnati and Brooklyn and returned the New York Yankees to their glory years as president and manager of the club. Wherever he went in baseball, success followed and the stodgy, old traditions of past administrations went out the window.

MacPhail, called the “Baron of Baseball” and considered one of the greatest sportsmen in this country, was a big part of the baseball scene for 33 years, from 1932 through 1967, when he returned the Yankees to the world championship after three straight pennant years.

---

Trainer sees growth at SIU

(Continued from Page 16)

"I miss teaching to a certain extent, but I wouldn’t have time to really do my job if I did both training and teaching," she explained. "It takes time to deal with everyone personally, so I’m pleased with just being a trainer.

Johnson said she would like to see SIU increase its training program, developing an emphasis on training and coaching. She said about seven SIU women’s teams have already received an interest in training since she arrived.

She said she was pleased with SIU. "I can really see it growing," she said. "The people here are excellent to work with. The coaches and administration are very cooperative.

Johnson, who is originally from Warren, Ohio, received her undergraduate degree at Mississippi State University at Brookhaven, Miss., and her graduate degree at the University of Idaho. She became interested in training as a senior, when she worked with the men’s athletic trainer. She said she trained the University of Idaho and National Basketball Association and softball teams, but graduated with no practical experience.

It is possible to become a trainer after only four years, if the undergraduate courses are approved curriculum in athletic training, she said. If not, the student must go on to graduate school, she did.

"Indiana State at Terre Haute and the University of Arizona at Tucson both have a graduate program of approved curriculum and both accept women," she said. "But, Arizona State is a longer program. It was started three years ago, and it’s good because they have a strong men’s program.

Johnson went to Arizona as a graduate assistant. After two years, she received her master’s degree, a graduate certificate in athletic training and became a certified trainer.

Johnson commented on another problem of being a women trainer:

"There’s a psychological problem, just getting women to know it will hurt to train, but that it’s worth it," she said.

"Building a list of people is more important now, and women know it for that time. So there’s not so much of the idea that you’re a girl, you can’t do it. Girls are extremely motivated, and they want to win. They don’t usually underestimate themselves," she added.

The women’s athletic training room in Davies Gymnasium was set up during the summer. Johnson said.

"Basically, it’s a well-equipped room. "We’re expecting some new whirlpools, maybe by next year. That right now it’s real! It’s hurting."

The training room is equipped with an ice machine, freezer, hydrocollator, for heat treatments, a mini-gym for muscle conditioning, and isometric units for rehabilitation exercises, whirlpools and taping tables.

---

TRY NITRO 9  
Introducing the NEW, AMAZING NITRO POWERED FUEL ADDITIVE  
Reg. $1.99/lb.  
1/2 PRICE FOR IMPRINTING ON ALL HALLMARK BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS, LIMITED TIME ONLY.  
Minimum Order $2.00  
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL CHRISTMAS ALBUM ORDERS  
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

---

JIJ's Oriental Imports

We're Overstocked  
Save 10% OFF EVERYTHING  
OPEN DAILY  
next door to EMPEROR'S  
102 S. 3rd  
PALACE  
457-4611

---

HETZEL OPTICAL CENTER  
415 S. III. Ave.  
PHONE 457-4919  
Complete Optical Services  
24 HRS. CONTACT LENSE POLISHING SERVICE  
EYES EXAMINED, CONTACT FITTED

---

LEO'S WESTOWN LIQUOR MART  
Behind Montgomery Ward at the  
Westown Shopping Center next to Mordule.

---

KIRLIN'S  
WEEKEND SPECIAL  
PEANUT TURTLES  
Reg. $1.69/lb.  
1.39 lb.  
1/2 PRICE FOR IMPRINTING ON ALL HALLMARK BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS, LIMITED TIME ONLY.

Minimum Order $2.00  
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL CHRISTMAS ALBUM ORDERS  
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY

---

TRY NITRO 9  
Introducing the NEW, AMAZING NITRO POWERED FUEL ADDITIVE  
Reg. $1.99/lb.  
1/2 PRICE FOR IMPRINTING ON ALL HALLMARK BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS, LIMITED TIME ONLY.  
Minimum Order $2.00  
10% DISCOUNT ON ALL CHRISTMAS ALBUM ORDERS  
FOR LIMITED TIME ONLY
New women's athletic trainer Carol Johnson tapers the ankle of Carol Anderson who suffered an inversion sprain. Johnson can be found everyday in the training room in Davies Gym. (Staff photo by Chuck Fishman)

Women's cross-country team whips four squads

By Scott Burns

The women's cross-country team claimed the first three places Tuesday to win a four-team meet at Murray State University. Finishing first for the Salukis was Ruth Harris with a 12:07 clocking for the two-mile course, only one second ahead of teammate Peggy Evans. The third place Salaki was Jean Orly at 12:12.

The other four SIU runners and their places were: Linda Blodholm (12th), Dona Elliston (13th), Dennis Morton (16th) and Kathy Andrews (18th). SIU totaled 32 points in the meet to finish ahead of Murray State (37), Western Kentucky (51) and Memphis State (60).

Coach Claudia Blackman said the Salukis would have beaten Murray State even if the meet was a dual affair. She said the host team had its finishers grouped in the middle scoring range.

Blackman said she wasn't concerned about her bottom four runners finishing low in the pack.

"They really didn't run as well at Murray State as they did earlier at Illinois State, so I think it might have been due to the closeness of the two meets," Blackman explained.

"I am not sure that the two-mile course didn't make a difference to my bottom four runners. The other kids are more experienced, and they can pick up the pace for a two-mile run."

Saturday, the Salukis will participate in a 10-team meet at Western Illinois University in Macomb.

Teams entered are Northeast Missouri, Southwest Missouri, Illinois State, Murray State, Indiana State, Chicago Circle-University of Illinois, Augustana College, Iowa State and Western Illinois.

Blackman said she does not know how good the teams will be Saturday, but she expects Iowa State to have a strong squad.

"This meet will give us an idea of what the rest of the schedule is going to be like, since the rest of our meets are also large," Blackman said.